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Colonialism
Neocolonialism and Built Heritage
This collection of essays based on first-hand
anthropological field research spanning many years,
brings together in a single volume the author's
collected material on characteristics of popular Islam
amongst the Somali of the Horn of Africa. Rigorous,
outspoken, and backing his arguments with
reflections based on a lifetime of research and
scholarship, Lewis makes a major contribution to
understanding the place and role of religion in Somali
society.

Clan Cleansing in Somalia
World Art and the Legacies of Colonial
Violence
American Race Relations and the Legacy
of British Colonialism
The Collapse of the Somali State
This book offers a focused examination of the Bengali
Vaiṣṇava tradition in its manifold forms in the pivotal
context of British colonialism in South Asia. Bringing
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together scholarsTo
from
across the
disciplines
of social
and intellectual history, philology, theology, and
anthropology to systematically investigate
Vaiṣṇavism in colonial Bengal, this book highlights the
significant roles—religious, social, and cultural—that a
prominent Hindu devotional current played in the
lives of wide and diverse sections of colonial Bengali
society. Not only does the book thereby enrich our
understanding of the history and development of
Bengali Vaiṣṇavism, but it also sheds valuable new
light on the texture and dynamics of colonial
Hinduism beyond the discursive and social-historical
parameters of an entrenched Hindu "Renaissance"
paradigm. A landmark in the burgeoning field of
Bengali Vaiṣṇava studies, this book will be of interest
to scholars of modern Hinduism, religion, and colonial
South Asian social and intellectual history.

The State and Rural Transformation in
Northern Somalia, 1884-1986
Swords & Ploughshares
How have imperialism and its after-effects impacted
patterns of cultural exchange, artistic creativity and
historical/curatorial interpretation? World Art and the
Legacies of Colonial Violence - comprised of ten
essays by an international roster of art historians,
curators, and anthropologists - forges innovative
approaches to post-colonial studies, Indigenous
studies, critical heritage studies, and the new
museology. This volume probes the degree to which
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global histories of
coercion
and occupation
have shaped art historical approaches to intercultural
knowledge and representation. These debates are
relevant to contemporary artists and scholars of
visual, material and museological culture in their
attempts to negotiate imperial and colonial legacies.
Confronting the aesthetics of Abolition, Fascism and
Filipino independence, and re-thinking relationships
between colonised and coloniser in Cameroon, North
America and East Timor, the collection brings
together new readings of Primitivism and Aboriginal
art as well. It features discussions of touring
exhibitions, popular media, modernist paintings and
sculptures, historic photographs, human remains and
art installations. In addition to the critical application
of phenomenology in a fresh and contemporary
manner, the volume?s ?world art? perspective
nurtures the possibility that intercultural ethics are
relevant to the study of art, power and modernity.

Somalia, a "spy" Guide
The contributors address the gap in Italian
colonial/postcolonial studies by examining how
different notions of hybridity can help illuminate the
specific nature & circumstances of the Italian colonial
& postcolonial condition. Some of the contributors
view hybridity as a direct challenge to fixed
categorizations.

The Thistle and the Drone
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Riding in Circles J.e.b. Stuart and the
Confederate Cavalry 1861-1862
More than other Atlantic societies, Latin America is
shackled to its past. This collection is an exploration
of the binding historical legacies--the making of
slavery, patrimonial absolutist states, backward
agriculture and the imprint of the Enlightenment--with
which Latin America continues to grapple. Leading
writers and scholars reflect on how this heritage
emerged from colonial institutions and how historians
have tackled these legacies over the years,
suggesting that these deep encumbrances are why
the region has failed to live up to liberal-capitalist
expectations. They also invite discussion about the
political, economic and cultural heritages of Atlantic
colonialism through the idea that persistence is a
powerful organizing framework for understanding
particular kinds of historical processes.

Somalia After UNOSOM
Accompanied by original documents including
agreements, speeches, and treaties, more than six
hundred alphabetically arranged entries cover such
topics as cultural displacement, doctrines, and
disruptive migration.

Somalia at the Crossroads
The essays in this volume explores the ways in which
the Italian colonial experience continues to be
relevant, despite the extent to which forgetting
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Italian Colonialism
After ruling Hong Kong for 155 years, what did the
British leave behind when they withdrew at midnight
on 30 June 1997? C. K. Lau answers this question for
the lay reader. Whether you are a long-time resident
or merely a newcomer to the territory, Hong Kong's
Colonial Legacy promises to deepen your
understanding of this Pearl of the Orient. Questions
this book tackles include: (1) What is the attitude of
Hong Kong Chinese towards British rule and the
resumption of Chinese sovereignty? (2) Why have
most of them failed to master English despite a
century and a half of colonial rule? (3) What is the
future of the common law after 1997? (4) What do
Hong Kong's leaders mean by executive-led
government? (5) What is Hong Kong's recipe for
economic success? (6) What is the future of press
freedom in the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region?

The Suicidal State in Somalia
First Published in 1966. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

German Colonialism and National
Identity
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Colonial Legacies
In 1991 the Somali state collapsed. Once heralded as
the only true nation-state in Africa, the Somalia of the
1990s suffered brutal internecine warfare. At the
same time a politically created famine caused the
deaths of a half a million people and the flight of a
million refugees. During the civil war, scholarly and
popular analyses explained Somalia's disintegration
as the result of ancestral hatreds played out in
warfare between various clans and subclans. In
Unraveling Somalia, Catherine Besteman challenges
this view and argues that the actual pattern of
violence—inflicted disproportionately on rural
southerners—contradicts the prevailing model of
ethnic homogeneity and clan opposition. She
contends that the dissolution of the Somali nationstate can be understood only by recognizing that over
the past century and a half there emerged in Somalia
a social order based on principles other than simple
clan organization—a social order deeply stratified on
the basis of race, status, class, region, and language.

Conflict Resolution and Nation-Building
in Somalia
Colonial architecture and urbanism carved its way
through space: ordering and classifying the built
environment, while projecting the authority of
European powers across Africa in the name of science
and progress. The built urban fabric left by colonial
powers attests to its lingering impacts in shaping the
present and the future trajectory of postcolonial cities
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in Africa. ColonialTo
Architecture
Urbanism
explores
the intersection between architecture and urbanism
as discursive cultural projects in Africa. Like other
colonial institutions such as the courts, police,
prisons, and schools, that were crucial in establishing
and maintaining political domination, colonial
architecture and urbanism played s pivotal role in
shaping the spatial and social structures of African
cities during the 19th and 20th centuries. Indeed, it is
the cultural destination of colonial architecture and
urbanism and the connection between them and
colonialism that the volume seeks to critically
address. The contributions drawn from different
interdisciplinary fields map the historical processes of
colonial architecture and urbanism and bring into
sharp focus the dynamic conditions in which colonial
states, officials, architects, planners, medical doctors
and missionaries mutually constructed a hierarchical
and exclusionary built environment that served the
wider colonial project in Africa.

The Collapse of the Somali State
Colonial Architecture and Urbanism in
Africa
Africa's First Democrats
In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, the United States
declared war on terrorism. More than ten years later,
the results are decidedly mixed. Here world-renowned
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author, diplomat,To
and
scholar Akbar
Ahmed
reveals
an important yet largely ignored result of this war: in
many nations it has exacerbated the already broken
relationship between central governments and the
largely rural Muslim tribal societies on the peripheries
of both Muslim and non-Muslim nations. The center
and the periphery are engaged in a mutually
destructive civil war across the globe, a conflict that
has been intensified by the war on terror. Conflicts
between governments and tribal societies predate the
war on terror in many regions, from South Asia to the
Middle East to North Africa, pitting those in the
centers of power against those who live in the
outlying provinces. Akbar Ahmed's unique study
demonstrates that this conflict between the center
and the periphery has entered a new and dangerous
stage with U.S. involvement after 9/11 and the
deployment of drones, in the hunt for al Qaeda,
threatening the very existence of many tribal
societies. American firepower and its vast anti-terror
network have turned the war on terror into a global
war on tribal Islam. And too often the victims are
innocent children at school, women in their homes,
workers simply trying to earn a living, and worshipers
in their mosques. Battered by military attacks or
drone strikes one day and suicide bombers the next,
the tribes bemoan, "Every day is like 9/11 for us." In
The Thistle and the Drone, the third volume in
Ahmed's groundbreaking trilogy examining relations
between America and the Muslim world, the author
draws on forty case studies representing the global
span of Islam to demonstrate how the U.S. has
become involved directly or indirectly in each of these
societies. The study provides the social and historical
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context necessary
understand
how both
central
governments and tribal societies have become
embroiled in America's war. Beginning with Waziristan
and expanding to societies in Central Asia, the Middle
East, North Africa, and elsewhere, Ahmed offers a
fresh approach to the conflicts studied and presents
an unprecedented paradigm for understanding and
winning the war on terror. The Thistle and the Drone
was the 2013 Foreword Reviews Gold winner for
Political Science.

The East Africa Protectorate
The Colonial Legacy in Somalia is an investigation into
the relationship between Rome and Mogadishu, from
the period of colonial administration to the recent
dramatic events of Operation Restore Hope. It defines
the first Italian incursions in the Horn of Africa, the
history of the expansionist plans of an imperial late
comer, such as Italy, and explores the decade of the
Trusteeship Administration from 1950-1960 when
Italy tried to introduce a new state system in
Mogadishu: It analyzes the events of the 1970s and
1980s when Siad Barre's regime, in spite of his
repressive and violent attitude, enjoyed strong
support from the former colonial power. The book
demonstrates a love-hate relationship between Rome
and Mogadishu in the colonial and postcolonial period
and examines the consequences of this interaction.

Somalia Country Study Guide
How do people whose entire way of life has been
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loved ones construct a new future? How do people
who have survived the ravages of war and
displacement rebuild their lives in a new country
when their world has totally changed? In Making
Refuge Catherine Besteman follows the trajectory of
Somali Bantus from their homes in Somalia before the
onset in 1991 of Somalia’s civil war, to their
displacement to Kenyan refugee camps, to their
relocation in cities across the United States, to their
settlement in the struggling former mill town of
Lewiston, Maine. Tracking their experiences as
"secondary migrants" who grapple with the struggles
of xenophobia, neoliberalism, and grief, Besteman
asks what humanitarianism feels like to those who are
its objects and what happens when refugees move in
next door. As Lewiston's refugees and locals negotiate
coresidence and find that assimilation goes both
ways, their story demonstrates the efforts of diverse
people to find ways to live together and create
community. Besteman’s account illuminates the
contemporary debates about economic and moral
responsibility, security, and community that
immigration provokes.

Hong Kong's Colonial Legacy
Architectural relics of nineteenth and twentiethcentury colonialism dot cityscapes throughout our
globalizing world, just as built traces of colonialism
remain embedded within the urban fabric of many
European capitals. Neocolonialism and Built Heritage
addresses the sustained presence and influence of
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from colonialism within the contemporary lives of
cities in Africa, Asia, and Europe. Novel in their
focused consideration of ways in which these built
environments reinforce neocolonialist connections
among former colonies and colonizers, states and
international organizations, the volume’s case studies
engage highly relevant issues such as historic
preservation, heritage management, tourism,
toponymy, and cultural imperialism. Interrogating the
life of the past in the present, authors thus challenge
readers to consider the roles played by a diversity of
historic built environments in the ongoing
asymmetrical balance of power and unequal
distribution capital around the globe. They present
buildings’ maintenance, management, reuse, and
(re)interpretation, and in so doing they raise
important questions, the ramifications of which
transcend the specifics of the individual sites and
architectural histories they present.

National Belongings
Abdi Ismail Samatar provides a clear and foundational
history of Somalia at the dawn of the country’s
independence when Africa’s first democrats
appeared. While many African countries were
dominated by authoritarian rulers when they entered
the postcolonial era—and scholars have assumed this
as a standard feature of political leadership on the
continent—Somalia had an authentic democratic
leadership. Samatar’s political biography of Aden A.
Osman and Abdirazak H. Hussen breaks the
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stereotype of brutal
African tyranny.
Samatar
discusses the framing of democracy in Somalia
following the years of control by fascist Italy, the
formation of democratic organizations during the
political struggle, and the establishment of
democratic foundations in the new nation. Even
though this early state of affairs did not last, these
leaders left behind a strong democratic legacy that
may provide a model of good governance for the rest
of the continent.

Postcolonial Italy
Colonial rule distorts a colony’s economy and its
society, and British rule was no exception. British
policies led to a stratified American colonial society
with slaves on the bottom and white settlers on top.
The divided society functioned through laws that
imposed rules and defined roles of the respective
races. This occurred in other colonies too, often
leading to strife that continues today. Especially since
World War II the United States seems finally to have
been able to remove many laws and practices that
had created barriers between races in the divided
society. Appeals to legitimacy, such as by abolitionists
and the Civil Rights Movement, were essential to
change laws from support of the divided society to
instruments for disestablishing it. Thanks to the rule
of law – another important British legacy -- the U.S. is
much farther along than many former colonies in
making progress. By highlighting the history of the
interplay of two fundamental concepts, the divided
society and the rule of law, and briefly contrasting the
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how the United States has made significant long-term
progress, although incomplete, and ways for this to
continue today.

The Legacy of Vaiṣṇavism in Colonial
Bengal
Since the fall of the Siad Bare regime in Somalia in
1991 and the fratricidal war that it unleashed in its
wake, Somalia has been without an effective central
government. Instead, warlords and their armed
bandits have been controlling different parts of the
country, with the former British colony of northern
Somaliland unilaterally proclaiming its independence.
Developments in the country since the recent
transitional government was set up in 2004 have,
however, presented both opportunities and
challenges for the country. While much has been
reported about the prevailing situation in the country,
there has been a paucity of research articulating the
various perspectives and challenges in the efforts to
reconstitute Somalia's failed state. This book hopes to
contribute in filling this gap. Contributors to the
volume examine the various issues that lie behind the
current situation in Somalia, seeking answers to a
number of crucial questions: Why did the Somali state
fail? What role did external actors and the internal
configurations of the Somalis' socio-political structure
play in the state collapse? Did the various peace and
reconciliation conferences really achieve anything?
Should Somalia be reconstituted as one state or
should more than one state be allowed to emerge
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is the
way forward out of the current imbroglio in Somalia? _
______________________________________________________
_ Dr Abdulahi A. Osman currently teaches
comparative politics and African politics at the
Department of International Affairs and African
Studies Institute, at the University of Georgia, USA.
His teaching and research interests include African
politics, governance, regional and international
studies, peace and conflict, internal security and
wars, comparative governments in the Third World.
He has published several book chapters and articles
in scholarly journals, including African Renaissance
and Journal of Ethno-Development. Issaka K. Souaré is
a PhD candidate in the department of political science
at the Université du Québec à Montréal (Canada). A
Contributing Editor to the London-based review
journal, African Renaissance, he is the author of
numerous publications relating to Africa, including
Africa in the United Nations System, 1945-2005
(London, 2006); Civil Wars and Coups d'État in West
Africa (Lanham, 2006), and the novel, Samassi
(London, 2004).

Saints and Somalis
Somalia. March 4, 1993. Two Somalis are shot in the
back by Canadian peacekeepers, one fatally. Barely
two weeks later, sixteen-year-old Shidane Abukar
Arone is tortured to death. Dozens of Canadian
soldiers look on or know of the torture. The first
reports of what became known in Canada as the
Somalia Affair challenged national claims to a special
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expertise in peacekeeping
and to
a society
free of
racism. Today, however, despite a national inquiry
into the deployment of troops to Somalia, what most
Canadians are likely to associate with peacekeeping is
the nation's glorious role as peacekeeper to the world.
Moments of peacekeeping violence are attributed to a
few bad apples, bad generals, and a rogue regiment.
In Dark Threats and White Knights, Sherene H. Razack
explores the racism implicit in the Somalia Affair and
what it has to do with modern peacekeeping.
Examining the records of military trials and the public
inquiry, Razack weaves together two threads: that of
the violence itself and what would drive men to
commit such atrocities, and secondly, the ways in
which peacekeeping violence is largely forgiven and
ultimately forgotten. Race disappears from public
memory and what is installed in its place is a story
about an innocent, morally superior middle-power
nation obliged to discipline and sort out barbaric third
world nations. Modern peacekeeping, Razack
concludes, maintains a colour line between a family of
white nations constructed as civilized and a third
world constructed as a dark threat, a world in which
violence is not only condoned but seen as necessary.

Somalia A "Spy" Guide Volume 1
Strategic Information and Developments
Did colonization really result in the wholesale
plundering of Africa's natural resources? Did Europe
and America get rich at the expense of Africa and her
people? Not according to Lugan, who challenges
conventional wisdom and makes a plea for greater
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The Colonial Legacy in Somalia
This text analyses how modern Jordanian identity was
created and defined. The author studies two key
institutions, the law and the military, and uses them
to create an analysis of the making of modern
Jordanian identity.

The Collapse of the Somali State
German colonialism is a thriving field of study. From
North America to Japan, within Germany, Austria and
Switzerland, scholars are increasingly applying postcolonial questions and methods to the study of
Germany and its culture. However, no introduction on
this emerging field of study has combined political
and cultural approaches, the study of literature and
art, and the examination of both metropolitan and
local discourses and memories. This book will fill that
gap and offer a broad prelude, of interest to any
scholar and student of German history and culture as
well as of colonialism in general. It will be an
indispensable tool for both undergraduate and
postgraduate teaching. .

Drivers of Insecurity in Somalia
This volume constitutes a multidisciplinary
intervention into the emerging field of postcolonial
studies in Italy, bringing together cultural and social
history, critical and political theory, literary and
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studies, anthropological fieldwork, and race, gender,
diaspora, and urban studies.

African Legacy
A B S T R A C T ABDI, MOHAMED A: BA WHITTIER
COLLEGE, 1966 MPA SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, 1969
MPH FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY, 1996
CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND NATION-BUILDING IN
SOMALIA Publication Scheduled for January 2012 The
research concentrated on the current as well as the
past quagmire of the Somali conflict. Political, social
and economic triggers have been identified to resolve
or reduce violent conflict and disorder. The research
used primary as well as secondary sources to study
the issues and explore the problems inherent in an
environment of scarce resources. Confrontations
between the state and society were brought to a
higher level of violence since the late 1970s following
the Somali-Ethiopian war. The author explored
avenues for reconciliation and nation-building and
introduced several models as possible strategies for
nation-building. Conclusively, a home-grown,
traditional mechanisms model was recommended
which entails the following policy prescriptions to
achieve long-lasting peace and security for Somalia:
1. Governance structures of law and order. 2.
Resources: De-escalating conflicts by opening up
negotiating opportunities of land and property. 3.
Complete demilitarization of society. 4. International
cooperation. A plan by the international community to
reconstruct and rehabilitate Somalia is essential if we
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have to avoid a relapse
into a chaotic,
violent
situation in Somalia.

Italian Colonialism in Somalia
This book is a critical reposition of the study of
military regimes in Africa. Documenting and delving
deep into the reign and rule of General Mohamed Siad
Barre regime in Somalia from 1969 up to 1991, the
book puts emphasis on African agencies—ostensibly
shaped by external beneficiaries and patrons—over
what went wrong with Africa after the much-awaited
post-colonial period. It does so by critically engaging
with the wider theoretical and conceptual frameworks
in African Studies which more often than not tend to
attribute the post-colonial African State raptures to
colonialism. The main thesis of the book is that
colonialism left Africa on its own space wherein
African leaders could have made a difference. By
putting discrete perspectives into historical context,
the book circumnavigates through comparative and
comprehensive holistic approach to the Siad Barre
regime to reveal how colonialism did not produce less
than what criminalisation of the State resulted in
Somalia. This empirical analysis is crucial to
understanding the contemporary conundrum facing
the Somali world today. The argument is that the
contemporary conflicts are not only attributable
to—but also because of—the past plunders of the postcolonial leaders trained by the departed colonial
authorities. Employing nuanced analytic concepts and
categories, the aim of the book is to refine the past to
recapture the present and envision the future.
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Africa begins with (re)assessment of how the Siad
Barre regime was previously approached. Marshalling
extensive and extraordinary amount of sources, the
book unveils the intricacies and contradictions of the
dictatorship and its impact on the Somali psyche. The
book locates the evolution of the regime within the
wider context of the Cold War political contestation
between the East and the West. Unparalleled in-depth
and analysis, this book is the first full-length scholarly
study of the Siad Barre regime systematically
explaining the politics and process of the dictatorial
rule. The historicity of exploring Somali State
trajectory entails employing a Braudelian longue
durée approach. Thus, three interrelated sets of
contexts/questions inform the study: how Siad Barre
himself came into power, how he ruled and
maintained his authoritarian reign over the Somalis
and who had assisted him from inside and outside the
Somali world.

Colonial Effects
Drawing on locally compiled Arabic language sources,
this book offers a comprehensive examination of the
role of Muslim scholars as popular intellectuals and
reformers in southern Somalia during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Somali Refugees in the Horn of Africa
Scandinavia's most famous painter, the Norwegian
Edvard Munch (1863-1944), is probably best known
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for his painting The
a universally
recognized
icon of terror and despair. (A version was stolen from
the Munch Museum in Oslo, Norway, in August 2004,
and has not yet been recovered.) But Munch
considered himself a writer as well as a painter.
Munch began painting as a teenager and, in his young
adulthood, studied and worked in Paris and Berlin,
where he evolved a highly personal style in paintings
and works on paper. And in diaries that he kept for
decades, he also experimented with reminiscence,
fiction, prose portraits, philosophical speculations,
and surrealism. Known as an artist who captured both
the ecstasies and the hellish depths of the human
condition, Munch conveys these emotions in his
diaries but also reveals other facets of his personality
in remarks and stories that are alternately droll,
compassionate, romantic, and cerebral. This English
translation of Edvard Munch's private diaries, the
most extensive edition to appear in any language,
captures the eloquent lyricism of the original
Norwegian text. The journal entries in this volume
span the period from the 1880s, when Munch was in
his twenties, until the 1930s, reflecting the changes in
his life and his work. The book is illustrated with
fifteen of Munch's drawings, many of them rarely
seen before. While these diaries have been excerpted
before, no translation has captured the real passion
and poetry of Munch's voice. This is a translation that
lets Munch speak for himself and evokes the primal
passion of his diaries. J. Gill Holland's exceptional
work adds a whole new level to our understanding of
the artist and the depth of his scream.
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Renewers of the Age
In 1991, certain political and military leaders in
Somalia, wishing to gain exclusive control over the
state, mobilized their followers to use
terror—wounding, raping, and killing—to expel a vast
number of Somalis from the capital city of Mogadishu
and south-central and southern Somalia. Manipulating
clan sentiment, they succeeded in turning ordinary
civilians against neighbors, friends, and coworkers.
Although this episode of organized communal
violence is common knowledge among Somalis, its
real nature has not been publicly acknowledged and
has been ignored, concealed, or misrepresented in
scholarly works and political memoirs—until now.
Marshaling a vast amount of source material,
including Somali poetry and survivor accounts, Clan
Cleansing in Somalia analyzes this campaign of clan
cleansing against the historical background of a
violent and divisive military dictatorship, in the
contemporary context of regime collapse, and in
relationship to the rampant militia warfare that
followed in its wake. Clan Cleansing in Somalia also
reflects on the relationship between history, truth,
and postconflict reconstruction in Somalia.
Documenting the organization and intent behind the
campaign of clan cleansing, Lidwien Kapteijns traces
the emergence of the hate narratives and code words
that came to serve as rationales and triggers for the
violence. However, it was not clans that killed, she
insists, but people who killed in the name of clan.
Kapteijns argues that the mutual forgiveness for
which politicians often so lightly call is not a feasible
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Somalis should forgive each other remain suppressed
and undiscussed. Clan Cleansing in Somalia
establishes that public acknowledgment of the
ruinous turn to communal violence is indispensable to
social and moral repair, and can provide a gateway
for the critical memory work required from Somalis on
all sides of this multifaceted conflict.

Unraveling Somalia
Dark Threats and White Knights
Geography, history, people, language, culture,
traditions, economy, government, politics,
constitution, places to visit, info for travelers

Making Refuge
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